Stacked tone-burst-evoked auditory brainstem response (ABR): preliminary findings.
In 1997, Don and his co-workers described a new method for evaluating the auditory brainstem response (ABR)--yielding the stacked-wave-V ABR--which may permit the reliable detection of even small vestibular schwannomas (VSs). However, this method requires a masking technique that may not be readily available to the clinician. Furthermore, relatively high-level noise is required and may be annoying to the patient. An alternative method that might permit the same manipulation of the ABR was thus explored whereby tone-bursts (TBs) were used to obtain frequency-specific ABRs. The goal of the study was to determine whether TBs could be used to achieve the sort of de-convolution and subsequent enhancement of wave V reported with the original method of Don et al. First, the TB-stacked ABR (wave V) was compared to that obtained using derived narrowband masked ABRs in young normal-hearing subjects. Second, the TB method was employed in subjects with unilateral VSs and in patients with unilateral sensory hearing loss in a preliminary clinical trial. The observed results are promising for the use of the TB method as an alternative approach to ABR 'stacking' and warrant further research and development of the TB method.